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HONORABLE
SCHOLARSHIP

PADUCAH, KY., Ert114DAY MORNING, MAY 27, 1906
Day and a national holiday, the pub-I cirry
lic achoole will dismiss at 2:30 in
the afternoon, and the pupils releas-',
ed from studime for uhe day.
Finished Their Work.
The debating Club, dramatic and
other organizations among the high
school children have held their last
gatherings for the motion and practidisbanded until next Seltember
When- ifersoiar

` Professor Payne Complimentedly_Univetsity____ _ cally
Of Chicago.

OF mERIDIA

N,
BUYS THE WATER WORKS

Won_ln.Every_Court_From the

we

to the Highest and Voted bonds

Prieelrizle Meeolog.
The principals of each building
will meet ittimorranv afternoon and
decide at
at hours the students
next week eithall be examined in
each study. . They ueuatly have the
PRINCIPALS
WILL
TOMOR- sebolars examined in one study in
the morning, another in the after- TEN YEARS AGO COMPANY DEMANDED $27s000, AND AFTER
ROW MEET AND SELECT
000n, a third the morning of the
SPENDING iscio,000 MORE FOR FILTERER, WAS GLAD TO
second day, etc., until all are finTHE HOURS FOR EACH
ished.
SELL TO CITY FOR Seso,000—A GREAT VICTORY FOR MUNI-.
STUDY.

SEVERAL TEACHERS WILL MARRY

WATER PLANTS NET EARNINGS $30,000 A YEAR

VOL 23, NO. 22

boarded a freight train and hurried
Conder to this city.. Since the death
r.f Parks a 'new warrant was sworn
out charging Conder with murder.
With the brazen effrontery of the
born criminal he stood before Jus•
Lice F. C. Sanders yesterday afternoon and admitted the killing of
Alonzo Parks. When asked if he
was guilty, Conder replied, "I killed.
"liked
he did not want a lawyer and stand
trial for the crime, and Conder refl:.. I Coo he dal
,
"
to go to the pen if the Magistrate
was willing.
Uncle Sam Wants Him.
Postoffice Inspector Kinkead arrived from Memphis yesterday to investigate the affair, and an effort was ELECTRIC LIGHTS WILL BE
made to have the prisoner turned
PLACED ON COURTHOUSE
over to the Federal authorities for
CUPALO TOMORROW
trial in the United United States
court, bflt the state authorities deBY ELECTRICIANS
cided to retain the prisoner. There is
a standing reward by the United
States government of $5o0 for the J .S. Nolen Arested on
Charge of
conviction in a federal court of any
Hitting
Gourd
at
esult of
person who assaults a mail carrier or
robs_ him while in the discharge of
Controversy over Lost
his duties. This 'reward would have
Money.
gone to Chas. Greenfield and Will
Bowen of Hollow Rock, who captured young Conder. They will now
John Rogers, of she Mhissac secget no reward.
tion of the county, was arrested yesWas Coming to Paducah.
eta-day on a warrant issued in the
Condor was caught at the old Holcourt of Justice Charles
Emery,
low Rock depot wink in the act of
charging the former with shooting at
boarding a train for Paducah. Parks' his
father-in-law, ff. C. Renick, of
pocket-book was found on him. It that rural
plaoe. Constable Shelton
contained about $a in cash. The mail served the worms sad
the acused
carrier's gold watch was also found readily e
,
for his apwhere Conder had hidden it, and the pearance before the niigistrate at a
revolver wish which tke shooting o'clock next Wednesday afternoon
was done; a 22-calibre, wag located for trial .
in the bottom where Conder had
MT. Rogers' colt was cut badly in
thrown it. The killing was one of the the side and he claimed that the
most coldblooded in the criminal horse of his fativer-inslaw, Mr. Rehistory of Carrot county.
nick, kicked the coif, creating the
injury. Mr. Renick denied this and
they got into 41 quatrel, with result
that Rogers pealed his revolver and
fired twice. He claims that lie simply allot is the air* scare his father-in-law, while Renick contends that
WILL AFFORD A TEST CASE R°clews tried to'hk.• hina
The latter is a brother of Deputy
OF SUNDAY CLOSING AT
Sheriff Gus Rogprs, and brother-inlar of Sheriff Jofrn Ogilvie.
LOUISVILLE.

SON-IN-LAW
WAS ARRESTED

John Rogers Claims He
n Fired Just Scare
the Other

CASE COMES UP WEDNESDAY

CIPAL OWNERSHIP.
Junior Class.
The Junior class will give the folThe Schools Will Dismiss at Recess
lowing programe Thursday and Fr-Next Wednesday Afternoon on
day of this week, as their opening
Meridian, Miss., May 26.—It was for the egablishment of a municipal
exercise for the high school at die announced today
Account of Decoration
that the Meriden water works plant. The issue of
Washington building:
Day.
Water
Works
company, through these bonds was enjoined by the inPiano solo, Nocturne, Chlopia--M.iss
cumbent company on the ground that
General Manager Burdy, had acFlorence Loeb.
such issue would prejudice its in"To Be or Not To Be," Hamlet— cepted the city's offer of $250,000 for terest.
This injunction was dispoked
Another merited compliment and
Bell Nichols.
the whole water works property, in- of favorabek to the city by the
recognization of higher edecation "Honor is .the Subject of My Story,"
cluding realty, water rights, office United States court of appeals, sit. and ability was yesterdlay teedered 'Jelin Caesar—Am Jessie Clays.
fixtures and the relinquishment of all ting in New Orleans last March, and
Professor E. G. Payne of the high Vocal solo. "Goodoight, My Beclaims against the city. This is the ftom that date negotiations for the
school of this city, wine% he reloved"—Miss Nth*. Hstfield.
....ce;ved iron% the University of Chi- "The Quality of Mercy is Not culmination of a litigation extending sale of the plant to the city took
over seven years that has been tried shape. Thkty days ago the water
cago 'honorable mention or hi
Strainer and "On Such a Night.
' in the state and
federal courts with company offered to sell for $30onoo
school work and a free schelarship
.M'archatrit of Venice—Ass Vera
unvarying success on the part of the and the city offered $275,000. Some
in that leading educatitmel injtituJolla-non.
•'tiote The scholarship rrsenas he has Piano solo. Setected—Miss Annabel citk, but vigorously contested at ten days ago the price was reduced
every point by the water company. to $250,000, and this was also re,iadvantage of all the college &partAcker.
entente without cost attached.
"Poloniin' Advice to His Son, Ham- Ten years ago the city sought to buy jected, and finally the city's offer is
the plant, but dill price fixed by the accepted.
The honorable mention resulted
1ot--7Robert Reeky.
from rhe superior manner in which Vocal solo, selected—Mliaa Lillian appraisers at the time, $ree,000, was
It is underttood that Supt. Wilcox.
he flustered; the thtree courses of
deemed excessive, and shortly there• the local managOr, and the entire
Hobson.
study he has been pursuing by for- Woolsey's Farewell to Greatness, after suit was instituted by the city iisorking force will be retained in the
.respondence with this oniversity. He
Henry VIII—Mise Eloise Brad- for annulment of the company's fran- service of the city wider municipal
accompliehed the
chise on the grounds of violation of operation, which will begin on June
work in such . a .haw.
manner that the faculty of the ttni- Valhi solo. "Poet and Peasant-- Contract in failure to -furnish a ptire o It is said that the net
earnings
vereity wrote his especial nwastion
drinking water and inadequate pres- of the water works company during
Clark Bonderant.
&nil honorary comment.
sure for fire service. But for various recent yearsitave been about $4o,000
Pnofcsseor Payne hats taken four
reasons the suit was not pressed un- annually. Since the beginning of the
Sehool Dead.
wurramer normal courses at this usitil a few years later, when City At- litigation the company has expended
had
yesterday
Yeiere
placed
Mayor
vcreity and goes there again about
torney
Baskin took up the proseca- nearly $too,000 in extensions and imMafor
the
June lath for the Hob seams. At in his hands the deed
tion of it, having associated with him provements, putting in a big filter
belorrgirig
to
chanicsburg
property
end of the school term he goes to
will sign it S A. Witherspoon and W. N. Ethe- plant and giving now an excellent
Coliuntia. Ky.. to attend a family the setiool board. He
tram-fel-ring
the ground ridge. On the other side was a for- service in every particular. The reinnnediately,
reunion at which there will be premidable array of legal talent of this sult is regarded as a big victory for
sent a brother and family from to the school board.
Norse Case Postponed.
school board yeses ago city and including Hon. Foster G. the city, due entirely to its successThe
city
Nvhinieton elate. end other relaAll
Other
Saloons
Brown
and
of
sionre
Chattanooga,
Hotel
board.
county
Tenn.
the
Justice
from
Bars
Etnerye yeseesday postponful contentious in tee state and fed tives. From there he goes on to bought
Four years ago bonds were voted era! corrts •
until
Ofechanicsburg. property that had
next
ed
Thursday the case
Will Be Tightly
Chicago to remain until the first of
limits originalwherein 'Walter Stubblefield claims
city
the
oueside
been
next Sepal-mbar with the normal
Closed.
that Aaron Peepks bee wrongfully
ly, but brought inside when the
cotalle.
The
extended.
gotten hold of tte. tirtner's horse.
were
bounderies
A large delegation of tbe Paducah
deeded
mistake,
Certain
eitronses coati not get to
by
trustees,
county
teachers intend taking this course the
Louisville, May 26.—Tomorrow court for trial yesterday, and on afproperty to the city of Paducah,
the
coming vacation season.
All will
will witness the first test of the sin- fidavits to this afttteg being filed, the
Beard of Education,
tike a rest of about one week after needed of the
cerity of the city administration in its magistrate continised she proceeding.
title has been in - the
the
therefore
tothool turns out. and then hie themavowed intention to enforce the SunStubblefseki
loaned his
name ail the time. The city trusselves to the Windy City for thc owlet
day closing law, and on the eve of horse to his father-in-law, and that
Metheir
as
property
the
used
tees
CONFESSED
HIS
CRIME
O
0
0
0
WITH
0
0
0
0
0
several months' term.
the first battle both sides are in a Peeples got tt beast from that
chanicsburg *shoo! until the new
0
belligerent and vituperative frame of Part,.
McKinley beading was erected. Tile BRAZEN AFFRONTERY OF
O CORDER'S CONFESSION.
Several Will Marry.
mind.
ten sold *le property to
tree;
THE BORN CRIMI0
church.
It is understood that after school
A final meeting of the. leaders of
electorliehe-rg
Electric Lights.
O "Yes, I Killed Hine and Am
NAL.
•
tarns
dsveloped the
next week several of the b• 3: ,1911 poet
the Louisville
saloonkeepers was
Tomorrow the electricians will
O Ready to Go to the Pen If
fair teachers will commence making
behe at ii o'dock this morning, and place
did not lbave the title. They
the cluster of electric lights
O the Magistrates Are Willing."
arrangements for sveddinge, in which asked the city to deed the jroperty
a definite program was decided upon.
ppm
the
cupaio of the 401111417 COUTt
they will be the principal character. over, and now the indenture is made Poetoffice Inspector Kinkead
Every sallow' in Louisville will close
of
house. The lights will be 32 candleIt is reported that one is to be mar- out by mninicipal legislations and
O 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
tomorrow except four., These will
power incandescent*, enclosed in
Memphis Now Investigating .the
ried ju4118 TAltb, 21144 thee another be- tirrieed over to the mayor to be
remain oaen, and the propietors and
that place for safe-keeping. The bartenders ssill submit to arrest as white, frosted globes. There will be
comes a bride before the end of she signed on behalf the city. Whenever
Affair—Uncle Sam Wants
Sheriff had received authentic in- often as the board of safety cares to four white ones, in a sqtsare, while
meth.
the trustees. want it they can call for
Prisoner.
formation that a mob from the east arreit thane When they are present- in tire center, and a little lower than
it, and then make another deed, vestChristian
end of the county would arrive here ed in the police court they will have the others., will be a red one. When
Teachers' Examinations.
ing the title with the
they tare lit at night, there will be
last
night to take the murderer from behind
them all the combined
Superintendent
Lie!)
yesterday church trustees.
Huntingdon, Tenn., May 26—Alvin Abe jail and administer summary f‘ittelength of tele eiquor eliemierst in plainly visible the waving flag of the
merteng conducted the eicatrination
cupalo, while the beams of illuminConder, the youth who shot aid punishment on him. The officer deLEFT TO NEPHEW.
for the teachers in their study of Mc
ation will spread *own to the court
'Phe four saloonkeepers who will
Murry'li Method of Recitathin,
killed Alonzo Parks, the Buena Vista cided to take no chances, and left
begat town and' light it well
had a list of only six questions, but Mr. Milton Ingram Left Everything mail carrier, Wednesday afternoon, with his prisoner at once. When first remain open were se/acted this momtaken in custody at Hollow Rock a ing, but the aaloorskeepers refused to
they covered the entire work of the
Suit for (travel Work.
to Nephew of His Late Wife.
was taken to Union City last night by large and angry crowd had already divuige their names. Two, however,
paw nine months, arid the teachers
Contractor
ovaS. B. Orholson raterMcMillin of this city and gathered about tee Sheriff and the will be in the eastern, one in the
-were not kept together over an how
Yesterday morning Messrs. George Sheriff
filed
in
day
portions
the qharterly court a
western
the
in
one
and
trail
answering therm The superintend- Walter and Owen Ingram, anti Mrs. Constable Mitchell of McKenzie, and Conder boy, and he would have been
Mack for $11
ent is now going over dark papers,Fred Hoyer, brothers and sisters of confined in the Olrion county jail at lynched then had not the Sheriff of the city. Bondsmen will be ready, mit against C
soon
Gholson furclaimed
gravel
released
due
as
for
will
be
tnen
the
and
-to pee What was accomplished .
the late Mr. Milton Ingram, who
as they are token to jail. Then 'they nished the defendant, for isse on the
suieided last Wednesday, opened the
will again open their saloons and rood by his tome in the country.
Opening Exercises.
will of the deceased, and found it
probably be arrested again.
will
The final exercises of this term left the entire estate of Mr. Ingram
Guardian Qualified.
Thisperofrmaace will continue all
*have been outlined by the teachers to the nephew of his late wife, John
through the day.
Dr. Doha (Indwell qualified in the
and all occur this week at the open- Wier of Hot Springs, Ark., with
The rest of the saloonkeepers will county_ court as guardlahh for Step-ingi-essissior-hiser-etseit-day:Miltoir-tmerarnoresitled-Feeeilter
en, Mac, Mary and ileshre-Teiscoe.
row morning Mr. Teatimes Young and it year or two while living in Hot
cose their bars. The stioonkeepers
wife, the actor and actress, will give Springs, before he returned to PaduAs the result of the Chinese laun- he has to produce the ticket befere who will CM!:2, however, will do
Judge Melds's Court.
a elitation and readSing as the
considerable thinking. If the prose- (Justice John . Bleich tornorrom
cah last fall.
dryman of South Third street be• the bundle can be procured.
ing 'feature for the ankh-me* 401 ' The brothers and sisters have not
Hammer put his ticket in his coat cution fails all the saloons will open Matming &swerves 'his mow)* term
Kentucky
and
work. white Tuesday the tinitire announced what they will do regard- tween Broadway
pocket, and the gskment was yester- next Sunday.
of magisterial court at his office on
avenue refusing to give isp laundry on
school will indulge in a chorus 'gor- ing contiesting the will.
day
stolen,
the
coupon
being
Legal WNW.
carried
which eighteen cents charges was
ing.
Use of Bible in Schoole.
away with the coat Hammer went
doe, he is now into the courts with
Wedneday MO.. Richard SOott will
TEN DAYS' VACATION.
to the laundry and explained the cirBreach of Peace.
Wheeling, W. Va., May z6 --The
'sing several siokie, while Thursday
a lawsuit and many dollars expense
Nolen, the former grocer of
cumstances to the 'proprietor, but the
J.
S.
Inthe
of
eessios
today's
feature of
and Friday the members of the juig Minois Central Gives This to • All starring him in face. The package of
streets, 701191 arrested
latter would not rihe up the bundle ternational Order of King's Daugh- Sieventeenth
or claw will present sevefial scenes
laundry belirrgs to Lewis Harmer,
on a warrant Issued in the
• Dispatchers Hereafter.
yesterday
the
without
ticket.
Persuasion
had
topic,
the
discussion,
of
was the
from Macbeth for the opening. This
The officials of the Illinois Central and possession of it was gotten by tio effect on him,, and seeing he would ters
court of Justice Charlotte Emery, 11/60
will close the opeMng exercises, as
"flow may the order influence the
by
laundry
a
the
the
from
owner
herethat
have
announced
will try him tomorrow morning at
railroad
have
to
resort
to
Hammer
force,
public
the
• the following Monday the tertreend
use of the Bible in
writ of 'delivery. This is the first
lowrittock. The charge was lodged by
the
entire
dispatcher
upon
each
after
went
around
to
Justice
Charles schools?" .
examinations commence and last for
case of the kind developing here for
F. Gourd, Who 'reside's a few doors
B.
days
vaten
given
a
be
will
system
Emery
and
got
out
a
writ,
of
deseveral days.
It was urged that the legislatures frenn
Mr. years anil it is quite amusing, when livery which was placed in the lian$1s
cation. din full pay each year.
of each state be petitioned to pass
Nolen several nights ago had
Allen Jot-genic
- xi, the Fulton dis- the smallness of the package is con- of an officer who procured the
List of Queetiosta.
bills to make the reading of the Bible Farmer Wim. Schnidtt arrested on
seriousness
sidered
the
with
of
the
yesterday,
having
patcher,
here
was
laundry, compelling
the "chink" in schools compulsory.
Yew erday trona* whew the te
the charge of stealing $275 from his
begun his vaeathM, and going back trouble into which the pigtail has to give up the package.
Now
ere ail issetatiteill at the biet
himself.
gotten
pocket while they were driving tothe case comes op for trial when
for thitsr `persona examination by there in the afternoon, left immedFISHING PARTY.
The case comes, np tomorretiree
Hammer took his clothes to the Justice Emery consents his regular
Superintendent they turned in the iately for Chicago to spend his LayThis morning shortly before one row in the peace covet The next
questions selected for the students to off.' The vacation ie a rerognition laundry last week, to have them term of court the third Monday of o'clock Messra John Bell, William
day Gourd claims Mrs. Nolen was
faithful services of the dis- cleansed. When a package is left next June..
he examined in, commiencing one of
Hardy, William 'Cochran and several talking to bine asking him if he did
/ and/!teeing the stv. pate.
sveek Nanterre's,
at the Chinese laundry for attention,
There were. only eighteen cents others left bi rig overland for Me- not see Sohneidtt take the money
eral dlayee
the laundryman gives the owner a charges upon the kandry, but 'he tropolis lake where they will spend
from Nolen's pocket. Gourd said he
State Setwitor Conn Lien of Mur- ticket, with the patron's name scrib- proprietor will prohibit
. be pia to today angling for the rnembereNef the did not. He etairna that at this NoDecoration Day.
eay atesieed in the city yesterday and bled in the Chinese language.. When considerable expense
as-result of his finny tribe. They will MUM back len walked up, called him a vile
A. meet Wlertriesciay is Decoration
itt 'rite Palmer.
the patron comes after hi% package, refusal to give it elk
waffle, end struck him in the breast,
late this evening.

FOUR SALOONS
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Condor Spirited Away By
Sheriff to:Escape Mob.

WASHE, WASHEl MELICAN MAN LOOSItE
CHINESE TLICHET AND 18-CENTEE
PLACKAGE CAUSEE SLUIT CLOURT
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!
folks, who spent several charming
hours at the pretty summer place.
,
At Luncheon.
Miss Ruth Weil of Eighth and
Jefferson streets .will entertain at
luncheon Tuesday it her home, complimentary to Miss Henrietta Koger's
•Cer=o0Ciditilitte=s40.::=>00c==s000000<=>403)c..00c>4)0CoOtes=sieo house party.

were participated in, while fine music
was furnished by Misses F,lizabeth
Yopp and Mayebelle Bradshaw.
The hostess was assisted in receivirea by Mesdames
B. Sanders
and Delia Pitenan, .while the guests
were Miests Bertie and Minerva
Glass, Flora Tyree, May Belle Bradshaw, Maggie Hartman and Elizabeth Yopp; Messrs. Al
Prope and
The 500 Club.
'Joe Utzsin•ger, of Elmira, N. Y., and
Informal Evening.
a ,charraing afternoon at cards. The
,Wednesday morning Mrs. Hal S. Earl Griffith,: Cael
A number of friendi were delight- first prize was taken hy / Mrs.
Timeadlorf, Ed
fully entertained with an informal Cope, while that for the visitor went'Corbett will entertain The soo' Club Garrett, Louis Cole, Perry E. Gravey
social Friday: evening by Mise Nelia to Mars. Dunn. The lone hand. gift .at her honk on North Ninth street. and E. B. Sanders.
it will be strictly a club affair.,
Eatfield of Seventh; f4nd l Mberoe went to Miss Faith Langstaff.
A dainty luncheon was partaken of
streets. The several hour's 'were
series of Card Parties.
'1 Th litalleSeirus
by the guests. .
epeet happily at 1,.arious dieersions.
eilt;er.L
'
t. 4 iWednesday the home :oaf Mr.
tatsed, at ;lards out-of-doors upon
.
TartigefW
'Oscar;
Crregor. "Of Ar‘dta Was the porchoti co the
Social For SUfferers.
home of Miss
Or Miss Jackson.
• Th ison of West Broadway
The Ladies' society of the Brother- thre4e with g ests attending Is 'rusts
At Wallace park pavillion next
hood of Locomotive Fireman, will delightful card parties.
WeOnesday afternoon, and it proved '
Friday evening Messrs. Ben la
In the morning she entertained a delightful variation
next Tuesday evening give an ira
from the indoor
Nattllio, Grover .'Jackson, - .Harry cream social at
319 North 'Twelfth The 500 club and .a..few outsiders, parties, The tablea were arranizecLuu
_Splaine, and .-Ha C.
, .Dewey will enolub*trophy
being
the
taktn "he Mfalelie verandah, *d the
. of the'*an Francisco
club tripe went
teatoin 'with' ti dotted, cem plimentary sti:ett forbeneile
I. D.'Wilcox and that fOr the
sufferers.
The.
to Miss Frances Coleman, while that
entire
public
is
corto Miss Mabel 'Jackson, of Flint,
by Mr. Henry E. Thompson. Fol.- !fOr the visitor was
taken by Miss
Mirh., who is ,4isiting her brother, dially invited to patronize the enterlowing: ftri 'game all OirtoOk of te:' nary ii.. Swell. I i
tainment.
Mr. Grover Jackson.
'
delicious course luncheon.
•
er.:.-4.%-‘..:
1 The game was followed with
-- -̀'
..--'M
Informally at euchre was the form dainty luncheon.
Annual Smoker.
Afternoon, Reception.
The Chess, Checker .and whist "ed entertainmenf taw afternoolf; with
Mrs. David Wright of 807 Ken- club gave its annual
smoker Thurs- Mrs. Gregory, cOmPlimentary'io• Mrs.
Eight Sig Landlords.
tucky avenue Tuesday afternoon en- day evening at their
elegant quarterx the club trophy being taken by Mrs. 'Mere are eight estates, usually
tertained with a delightful reception, above Dr. John Oehlschlaeger's drug Mae Clements captured the first prize consisting
of one person, in this city
from il4 both's of 4 until 6 O'clock. store at Sixth and Broadway,
and it anti James' Clements .the' •hoolay• $o which New Yorkers pay $29,70O
The entertainment was complimen- was a source of much'
delight and Luncheon .folloxved the card.
every year for the privilege of living
Men's Half Hose.
Women's Underwear.
tary to the :hostees' sisters .Mrs. Dan- pleasure for several hundred
and Working in Mlaribithan. Some of
guests
IOC per pair fos Men's Black Cotidl Nforgan of Hillsboro, O., and who thronged the
for
toc
Ladies' white ribbed Lisle
strese prooerty owners are real New
rooms.. It was Garden Parti•
ton Socks with white feet.
many eaHed to greet .thie• welcomed strictly 'a stag affair
Vests,
all
sizes, including extra
garden
party
A
was given Thurs- Yorkers, whose lives and interests
and the club
lady.
sizes.
15c
OT 2 pair for '25c for
rooms tociloked wry beautiful amid eay morning by Mrs. Joseph L. are centened
Men's
slew
city,.
who
and
(eL•cf:feW
ac For Ladies' white ribbed Lisle
the profuse decorations with palms, Friedman at their home in The Pines, spend most of there time there, in- Fancy Cotton S.ocks.
'For the Visitors.
•
Vests, all sizes.
ferns, geraniums, roses and other complimentary to Mrs. John C. cluding that
25C per pair for Mlen's Fine Black
portion
of
year
the
One of the inotst delightful dances flowers, while osconsood in one cor50c for Ladies' extra fine ribbed
Roth of Chicago, who was visiting verben they swear off sonte of their Lisle Socks.
of the season will be die German ner the fine orchestral band rendered
Lisle Vests.
taxes. Some live abroad permanentthat
home.
t5c per pair or a pair for 25c for
nexit Tuesday evening • at: Wallace sweet music to enhance
25c for Ladies' white ribbed Cotthe enjoy- During the morning the gueste ly; trying to spend their incomes, Men's Black
Lace Socks.
park pavillion : by the Cotillion club, ment of the occasion
ton Pants, knee length.
which will long whiled away the time most pleasantly which roll into the coffers of these
complimentary to Miss Henrietta be remembered as the most attrac. •
sight estates at the rate of $8t,370
Koger and her visitors, Miss Mabel tive "annual" given by this large and making pretty hats out of ti.sue
Men's Underwear.
Children's Hosiery.
a
day
for
every
day
in
the
year.
Bepaper, and Mrs. John W. Keller
Weeks of Rome, Ga., Miss Marie flourishing social organization.
toe for Children's fast Black Hose,
captured the prize for her aptitude. yond employing agents to keep their 25c for Men's Balbriggan UnderScovall of Jacksonville, Fla., Miss
ribbed,
size 5 to piA.
shirts
and
Drawers.
property
to
4111001111W
up
the
mark
self-interest
Later bridge whist was played, and
Mae Phelps of Washington, D. C.,
15c for odd lots of Children's
5oc for Men's Check Nainsook
donsan&i,
most
Birthday
of
these
Party.
landlords
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all
Drawers.
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The musicale entertainment given
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isc for Children's fast black fine
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class
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Mr. Lester E. Dewey, two well were served with sumptuous
supper teresting events of its character for coo.. daily rent roll, $27,397; John
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Jacob Astor, holdings $t00000.000.
during the evening.
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isville, who has returned home after
lrm, Mrs. John Keebler and Misses isadies come second.
visiting the daughter.
Special Rates to Nashville. Term,
Spring ideas prevailed in the dain- Maud Byrd and Bertie Leonard.
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Chattanooga & St
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The Matinee Musicale club Wed- Louis Railway, My sot!i to 36th
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One of the most entrancing and iiesday afternoon gave its final 1906, acconnt J W. Thomas Memori
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at the Eagles' al Festival.
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of Seventh and Washington streets, Japaneae lanterns, while
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is to be found who trims hats on the Don't do' anything but sit
and
the
England
all
to
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to
and
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counteract
that
of
is usually the defendant who is
it
spring
insure
to
customers
fair
his
of
heads
—Excange.
White the sunlight's streaming,
to pay the freight.
compelled
good that may come from one day's learn ationt muuicipal ownership, and
that every knot of ribbon or bunch Think of a place I know,
noticed that the averbeen
has
It
for
becomingly
dollars
of
be
all
to
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thotelands
the
of
spend
shall
pulpits
the
sermon*
flowers
Somewhere that I'd like to go,
In voting the appropriation for the of
age man would dispose of a lot of
adviser
lady
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find
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"We
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slow,
Where
river
secret
the
the
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opinions
"experts"
of
• city,
biggest failleship in the world, the
hie experience for na cents on the
of a fur
Where the fish are teeming.
the pressin a power for good employ of corporations, and a lot house wMot influenced by the indispensable," the manager
dollar.
"If a
recently.
said,
house
lashing
also a power for evil. If it can of similar rot; But those people, like prophecy toe abea,Paducah egg, "Taere
A woman can gain her point in an
will B. B. War," A fighting maSaine customer appears to have no clear Green erten growitig all around,
in muth less time than she
argument
t mankind avid make happy the people of Paducah, did not have
is
consultant
the
snapping;
own,
her
of
ideas
plenty,
Hoppers
like the one to be built is a better
at the end of a lead pen.
it
gain
can
edecaonteide
of the city for
it can also degrade mankind to go
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LEADERS LOST LIVERYMAN
BACK FROM
IN PURSUIT COMMANDERY

PADUCAH

GETS

ANOTHER

TERRIEM,X1RUBBING AT JACKSONVILLE

J. S. Hudson of Columbus
Here After Man Who
Lost Three Straights to That Club,
Vincennes Shut Out and Cairo
Got Rig
Too.

How They Stand.
W L
V i ncenne s
15 9
Paducah
14 to
Danville
13 II
Cairo
.12 12
Jacksosrviibe
--TZMattoon
6 16

Worth it's
Weight
In Gold!

Our Pure Fruit
Phosphates

MR.

ACKER RETURNED
FRED
FROM
ATTENDING
THE
PARIS MEETING.

New Masonic Lodge
Kevil,

MURPHY WALKED INTO JAIL

Ballard

Instituted

ARE GOOD. OUR
TO REMOVE FRECKLES AND
PIMPLES IN TEN DAYS, USE

Men Excursion Today.

Per.
.624 PEOPLE AROUND SIXTEENTH
.583
AN DMONROE STREETS
.542
SOO
CONTINU COMPLAIN.455
ING OF SHOOTING
.273

Ice Cream

The Complexion_ Beautifier

WITH CRUSHED — STRAWBERRY, PEACH, P:NEAPPLE or

Nadinolaismweyguar`lteuelti

CHERRY„ IS BETTER.

at

County—Wood-

SPECTACLES

LEMON, ORANGE, CHERRY

it fails to remove
the very worst cases and beautify the
complexion in twenty days.

EYE GLASSES
Properly $1 Cold Filled
,

HAYES

Mrs. Edward Jones, of Mount Sterling,
Mr. Fred Acker has returned from
Paris, Ky., where he ettended the Kentucky, writes:
SEVENTH AND BROADVAAY.
"I feel it my duty to tell you the benefit
grand commandery for the state of rladinola
has been to me. I had suttere4
Tim
untold
Kentucky for Knights Templar It
mortification with freckles, since childhood.
used all the highly recomwas the annual gathering and par- mended Having
creams and lotions, with much
I bought your entire treatment
ticipated in by a large delegation hesitancy
After
giving
it a fair trial I most heartily
Today's Schedule.
from over the commonwealth. Mr. recommend it, for it's worth its weight
in
Crpenter Newton Found That SomePaducah at Vincennes.
gold to any woman having freckles. Y0111
cker went up as the representative Nadinola I. the only thing I have ever used
Cairo at Mattoon.
0 neStole His Tool Chest From
with success. Your Nadine Face Powder it
of the Paducah commandery.
grand. Wishing you the deserved success, I
Danville at Jacksonville.
By Expert, Graduate Optician
am
sincerely."
• Joe Gardner'..
Jacksonville, rip., may 26.—JackPrice 50 crab and $1.00, by leading
426 BROADWAY.
New Masonic Lodge.
Satisfaction Guaranteed,
eonville made it three straight over
druggists or mail. Prepared by the
Mr. James E. Wilhelm, Thomas
4s
High class Movino Pictures and
Paducah by winning Saturday's game
J. S. Hudson, the liveryman oi
in a walk'. Allen won his own game Columbus, Ky., arrived here yester- Eviets and others of the city, re- National Toilet Co..Paris,Tenn. Illustrated Sngs, by Miss Zit& Fay
by making a home run in the second, day in pursuit of some man who torned yesterday afternoon from
Fox.
Kevil, Ballard county, where they
bringing in one run ahead of him. hired a borne from
Evenings at 8 and 9:3o. Matinees
hinz, and has
Wed. and Sat.
This gave the locals a lead of two never returned it. Me. Hudeon said went in the morning and instituted
runs, and when, Paducah went up in the stranger came• to him several the newly oroanized Masonic lodge
Entire change of program weekly.
the air in the fourth, 'Jacksonville ad- 1 days ago
saying his
name was there.
died four naore to their lead'. Padu- hole, from Sikeston, Mo., and wantWoodmen Excursion.
rah played sleepy boil from the start. ed a horse. to drive over to Olinton
t 2 i 5 6 7 o—R H E.to attend circuit court w'hic'h is in
This morning at to:3o o'clock the
Jack. ...1 I 0• o 3 2 0 X-12 12 0 session.
Waiting as long as he Woodmen of the world excursion arJEWELER & OPTICIAN
NOTICE.
lied. . _01 0 00001 1-3 12 8 thiought the man ought no be gone. rives from Carbondale, Ill.,
over the
Batteries*Allen and Belt; Brahic MY. Hudson started a search for him Illinois Central
List of new subscribers added by
327 Broadway.
railroad, by way of
and found the party had continued Cairo. The excursionis
and Chrimult.
the East Tennessee Telephone comts remain ill
on through the country, coming this the city until
pany today;
5:3o o'clock this afterMattoon Shuts Out Vincennes.
way. The liveryman traced the man noon.
363-r Egester, J. M. W., Attorney,
Mattoon, Ill., Mey 26.—The hocals here, and then on through to SmithTho liaducah Woodmen of the
502/2 South Seventh.
scored their frrst shut out today, and land going through the state. The
‘Vcrld had hoped to hold their an2665 Perkins, Lem, Res., 908 Brun- EGYPTION
PALMIST
against the top-notchers too:
liveryman got he-re yesterday and
AND.
NEWrJal memorial ceremonies today, in
son avenue.
RHE this morning early left for LivingsCLAIRVO
YANT.
order
that
the visitors could partici2582 Perry, J. 0., Res,, 717 South
Mattoon
4 4 2, ton in pursuit of the fellow.
pate, but as there was no band of
Vincenneri
Eleventh.
.o 5 3
music available for today the cereBattories--Dowell, Langdon, Gay,
OLD2216 Luft, J. F., Res., 802 BroadIlisd A Scrap.
monies
have been postponed inTells the things you desire
Matteson.
most'
definitely.
in
Robert
Radford
order to achieve success and
and
Ernest
YarVaipire—lassb.
2664 Glass, Sammie, Re's., 3o8 South
•haptritiVkior
piness.
el
sett
tirreated last eveNo man or v.-pman can afford
•
Ninth.
ning by 0 icere Cross and Hessian
to be. without the assistance
Danville Shuts Out Cairo.
she caa
give. It matters not what your
Danville, la., May 26.—The locals on the charge of engaging in a fight.
Like other commodities telephone
lem may be she can and willprobscored. a cktut Out today in the fast- Radford is charged with a breach of
aid
service
should
be
paid
according
for
you.
striking
the other,
est game of the season. Christman the peace by
to its worth and value.
Love, business speculation,
woe invincible. Cairo on third only while Yarbro is charged with maliclost
item assault, tot
striking Radford
once.
We have in the city over 3,000 property, threatened dangers, futureprosperity, all these and many other
RHE over the head ith a bludgeon.
subscribers or five times as many as • phases
tea
of human existence are to her
26 2
Danville
the Independent Co.; ouside of the :as an open book. Tells
Ambled
ht
Into
Jail.
Cairo
names and
04 1
QUESTION BE TAKEN UP AT
city and within the county we have gives discrIptions without asking a
Batteries--Christanan and QuiecA white man named William
question.
One interview will conBOARD MEETING WEDNESsee; Way and Wolfe.
63 times as many subscribers as the ,
Murphy
right into the City
vince the most skeptical.
Parlors
Independent Co. Yet we will place located at
DAY.
Hall kastarne)
giag, and bringing a
317 North Seventh street.
good sized jag along with him,
a telephone in your residence at the Hours ro a. m., to 8 p. m. For one
Lieutenant 'Phonies Potter thought
same rate the Independent Co. is week only, $5.00 readings $1.co.
Always act in such a way as to
Murphy had better be sewed away If Possible the Engineer Will Be
secure the love of your neighbor.— supposed to charge and provide in
and let the drunk fade away while
Secured Here in the City to
Pliny the Elder.
facilities
addition, long distance
he is in dreamland. A rice place
i
Comfort and independence abide which will enable you to reach fifty
lima fixed for Murphy downstairs
Do the Work, oa ea.
with those who can postpone their
'L`
where he now slinnbers peacefully.
million people from your home.
desires.—Success Magazine.
MISS GEORGIA KITTRELL AND
Call 3oo for further information.
Another Wheel Stolen.
Several of the board of work!'
St. Louis and Tennessee River Pa'—
HARRY SUMMERVILLE
Mitchell of Jefferson members and light committteemen
Mt-Clain
EAST TENNESSEE TELEPHONE
street
municipal
of
report
the
bodies,
to
yesterday
officers
the
yeset company—the cheapest and
WED.
COMPANY.
fiecif
terday that f.rrni. me had stolen his stated that they would not take up
excursion
I' A.—
oet cf Paducah.
bicycle.
the questioe of employing the con.110
,
sulting electrical engineer until next
Well Known Couple Weet to Mewill you suffer'
Why
Troublesome Daughter.
Wednesday afternoon when theslight
tropolis Yesterday and Had the
Mars Manda McKinley yesterday committee would meet with the board
When
Ceremony Performed.
appealed to the policemen to help of public works. Wednesday is the •
her make her dairghter do right; date for the regular weekly sessions
but it seems" nothing can be effected, of the board of works, and it is not
A wide circle of friends will be de- She said the vitt wae heeornirotwill deemed
•
absolutely necessary to call
lightfully surprised to learn that and reckless and could not be mana special session for this purpose
yesterday afternoon two of the city's aged.
It is a trip of pleasure, comfort
alone, as the wait will be only a day
brat known and most popular young
and rest; good service, good table
two.
or
people hied themselves to Metropolis
Investigate Shooting.
: good rooms, etc. Boats leave each
If possible the authorities will prowill cure that awful pain
where they were unqed for life. The
I.ong and loud continue the com- cure an engineer
here
the
in
Wednesday and Satioday at 5 p. tn.
city, and
contracting
parties
were
Miss plaints coming from the reepecitsible
not employ any of those from the
fIllsis cured others, will cure You.
For other information apply to Tat.
Georgia Kittrell and Mr. Harry people reeding around Sixteenth and
larger places. Some of the most
Koger, superintendctit:
Summerville, well known throughout Monroe streets, negarding the pro;.'ran
lo
Call on us, or Phone 38 or 237 and
eminent in the land reside here in
trisc nous slrooting and quarreling ina large circle of friends.
Brown,
agent.
town, sad if they prove qualified
we will gladly tell wou about it.
Yesterday afternoon,the pair took thrived in by some of the colored this
w this especial work their services
'ihe 4 o'clock boat for Metroplis and residents of that vicinity. Only a I f`.
Save Thia.
procured their marriage license from couple of Saturday night ago one will be secured.
6 photographs 15 cents,
engineer
The
make
thorough
to
is
times
elicit several
the clerk. The services of Judge i negro man
6 photographs 35 cents.
inspection of the present powerhouse
Liggett were called in' and he per- I through the door of a /regress' home,
And all sizes.—
i
DRUG STORES.
formed the ceremony at his office.'but he has never been caught. Yes- and sec what additional machinery i a
Give
us a trial—',nod work.
Seventh and Jackson St. 'Phone 237
The couple then returned here last terdey morning Chief James Collins needed to increase the capacity of the
Up-to
date Photo Co.
Seventh and Clay St. 'Phone 311.
eight at to o'clock aboard the steam- received a complairei that the eve- plant so it will properly cere for 44+4.4-1÷44+4.44+++++++4-•
226% Broad-eay, C.
street
100
COttlier
lights,
arc
fired
arand
were
er Dick Fowler and repaired to the ring before many shots
residence of the bride at 622 Foun- out that way, and' the desire of the ranged so this can be raised to 3oo
tain avenue to make their home. • best people was this evil be weed- lights whenever necessary. After thit
instructed his new mechanism needed is outlined.
The dainty ano charming bride is ed out. The chieftian
guilty, bids will be gotten on it, and then a
one of the most beautiful as well as platY011111011 to run down the
effected no ar- report made back to the full boards
have
they
yet
as
but
the sweetest young ladies ever cornby the committee and board of
ing to this city to make her home. rests.
works, showing what the enlargement
She dune here six months ago from
Gone.
Tool
Box
can
be effected for.
,Clifton Tann and reiairiiia_cm gems.—Cloartattirfr Newirin IS
Due ofthe officials yesterday said
tan avenue. She is the step-daughe
carpentering venn-k for Jrse Gardner at tiiat
some others were protesting at
ter of Mr. J. F. Laster, the promiFifth and °lark streets, and yester- er.largement of the plant on the
nent lumberman of that Tennessee
day morning reported to the officers ground that there would not be
city who often comes here buying
that the night larenire moment-re stole money enough for the expense. In
timber, and is now in Paducah. She
'hie tool box, which was painted red, this regard he asserted that althoogh
is possessed of unusually attractive and held many valuable tools.
a howl had been made that the $25,manners and ways and has become
oontingent fund was being rapid000
exceedingly pcpular during her &heel
But Not a 'Frisco Quake.
ly
eaten
up, still there was $23,300
r esidenoe here.
"The Standard Oil people threaten
Mr. Summerville is the well known to prepare an extended statement in laft in it now, and also that in his
chief . operatbr here for the Western which they will absolutely and un- several years, experience in the pub. Call at ou rstore and bear the at a moment's notice and here you enamel Steel Horn with large -ampliUnion Telegraph company, and one equivocally brand as false, mislead- In boards he found that at the end specially prepared Records of Bands have the best orchestra of the coun- fying Bell and brass Detachable
elf the most reliable and highly es- ing and even untrue. Mr. Garfield', of the year the nemicipality had col- and other Instrumental Music, Songs, try to elpy the dance music. Or you Horn Connection.
teemed attaches. He has been sta- report. This is terrible, if not fright- hefted in always from $5,000 to $ro,- Stories, Recitations, and assure your- may wish to leadn a song and what
Detachable Horn Supporting Arm.
aco more than they calculated upon self that this is the best
tioned hens for several years. He,is ful."—Lexington Leader.
offered. You bitter instructor can you have than
Aluminum S%%iugitig Arm—
from
licenses
and
property
taxes.
well liked by everybody, being 'of
One of the Peerless singers to phrase
Buy only the Records.
Noiseless and pertectly construce•
that genial arid happy disposition
Color Issue in Matrimony.
a song over and over again if need te d Motor.
STANDAR
TALKING
Cleveland
D
"Grover
White,
a ninethat makesOfehods ef all, while from
be The possibilities of this wonderCupid is a great favorite.
Oil tempered bearings that wilt
professional standpoint he is recog- teen-year-old Boston youth, quarrelMACHINE RECORDS ARE
ful little machine for instruction and last a lifetime—
One can't always tell a woman's
with
his
sixteen-year-old
ed
sweetnized by the company officials as
FAMOUS FOR THEIR TONE
i- musement are endless.
age by her store teeth.
An adjustable
Screw—
one of they best operators in the heart, and, after being unable to
•
Lots
This Grapropnone represents one
men
of
AND
fall
QUALITY.
in love with the
Indestructa
Wural
ble
Tone Sound'
married
snake
up,
mother,
her
who
country. Incidentally be is an infigure of an heiress.
of the latest achievements of the Box, etc.
teresting writer, being editor ofibe is more than twice his age, Wasn't
As a home entertainer it has no Iprgest and best equipped Talking
One Standard Talking Machine
sportieg department for The Regis- this treating the 'old lady' 'White?'"
The best talent in the mud- Machine Industry In the vrorld. Free to Every Customer
equal.
—Breckinri
dge
Democrat.
whose Casts
Budwiser,
king
of bottled beer, in try is brought right to your
.ter, which extends congratulations ,,to
fire- Therefore its reproduction will sur- Purchases amount to
/aridly
Silk
Case*
the happy pair, along
Of
two
dozen
aide
to while away evenings with prise and delight
their 7utirrithe most exacting
That Indiana preacher who sued bottles to the case delivered -to any
See and hear this wonderful instrns
cross other friends:.,
comical recitations and songs. An totems.
his wife for divorce because she cal- part of the city on short notice.
ment and learn how easily you cam
An- irpcomptu dance may be gotten up
It was not an clopemetit, the couple
led him "a tin Jesus. an iminacculate. .henser-Butfch Brewing association
The equipment consists of 16-isak Wain one free.
simply going to -.the' neighboring
ly conceived hvoccrit" ce ainly has branch. Both 'phones IT2. J. R. Stef4 111 Crrelna Green for a quiet ceremony.
wood musk for Vi•
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Back of every Policy of
THE MUTUAL LIFE
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touch of a pointed knife, they sever
Librarian George T. Clark, of , the
a muscle, and there you are. It San Francisco
Free Public Library,
takes only a few seconds, and when tells what happen
ed to the city's colyour chin heals you have a dimple lection, which, incidentally,
was the
which is really only a scar.
eighth largest institution of its kind
"Making the chin dimple is a regu- in the United States. He
says:
lar business in both Paris and Lon"In the main library in the eastern
don. -There are beauty shops where wing of the city hall we
had 130,000
HEALTH
BOARD OF
WILL PROFESSOR DEAL AND MUSIC this dimple is made exclusi
vely, and books. This was a total loss, the
here you see women awaiting their structure housing the volumes, being
MEET SOME TIME THIS
) TANS BACK FROM TENNturn to get the cleft chin.
shattered by earthquake and swept by
WEEK.
ESSEE.
Will be keenly appreciated
"A friend of mine went to London fire. Two of our six branches were
after
a trial by peopk who sufto get her chin dimple put in, and also destroyed.
fer from headaches—serere
here they do it quite differently.
"Saved from the wreck and constior
fednikoday Evening of They make the dimple by
iley Will Get Figures, Showing The First
occasional or chronic.
actual pres- tuting the mucleus of a new library
They nerer fail to
sure upon the tip of the chin, the We have in all about 40,000 books out
Next Moroi the Open Air ConWhat a Contract of This Kind
of a total of 16o,000. There were be- for the sweet girl graduate and for
bloodless method, it is called.
cern; Will Begin.
Can Be Made For.
GIVE QUICK
"It began in this way: The pret- tween 25,000 and 30,000 books out all occasions watches, rings, lockets,
tiest American Duchess in London, in the hands of borrowers. Many of chains, hatpins, bracelets, shirt waist
RELIEF.
bosom friend of the Princess of Pless these were saved and are now being set, collar pins, also silver novelties'
Easing the pain in a very
of all discriptiona.
Prof. William Deal and his orches- and a close friend
President C. H. Brothers of the
few
of the queen, de- brought in. Some people who saved
tral
band
hive
return
Paris,
ed
from
only
a
trunk found a place in it for
sired a dimpled chin. Her face would
--city bail:a—of- health is preparing to
and McKenzie, Tenn., where they have been Perfect were
if not for her their library book before leaving, their
-call that body into session same have
been this week furnishing music chin, which was square and
We handle all the finest and daintugly. It homes to the flames.
.alternoon or evening this week, for for different affairs.
"The main library contained valu- est articles with the utmost care,,
was a blemish upon an atherwise
the purpose of taking up the question
able works that cannot be replaced. and make repairs that are absolutely
They were et McKenzie Monday, faultless countenance.
-of letting a contract to some private Tuesday and 1;ednesday, supply
"Going
to her husband, the Duch- For instance, we had a complete set satisfactory.
ing
.individual to keep hauled off the the musk for •,,,nerous entertain- ees said: 'I am going to have an of newspaper files beginning way
back in 1846 when the first newspaper
,iven incidental to operation performed upon my chin.
streets and alleyways, the garbage ments and a£,
DRUGGIST
California was published in Montein
have
want
I
to
a
dimple
the closing for tile season of McTyre
cut in it.'
and accummuiarea
rey.
We
had
pricele
pamphl
ss
ets
"'Impossible," said the Duke. 'I
academy. From McKenzie they went
SIXTH AND BROA
DWAY
dealing with the history of the state,
The city legislative bodies have to
Paris, Tenn., and played Thursday shall not allow you to do so.'
428
Bro
adw
ay.
also the most complete collection of
.empowered the health authorities to night
"'But
:nsist,'
I
said
PHON
Duches
the
E
s,
for a swell dance.
TELEPHONE 63.
n.-.
The
United
States ) documents
co this, the resolution to that effect musici
ever
ans then retuned Friday after- 'and it shall be done at once.'
brough
togeth
t
Leing finally adopted last week by noon
on
er
the
Pacific
coast.
"The Duke stormed and won and
to this city.
We had a total insurance of $75,000
the council and aldermen.
Prof. Deal will the first Wednesday the Duchess was obliged to abandon but that amoun
t would not even reThe board of health believe they of
next month, June 6th, commence her idea. All the same, she got her place our bound
volumes of periodican accomplish much towards bet- giving
his open air concerts down in dimple.
Sold at
cals.
tering the sanitary condition of the the
"Goid
g
to
a
great
beauty
specialist
business portion of the city. Wed"Now
brighte
for
the
side
r
of
the
.e•ty by letting some party make
Gray's Buffet.
nesday evenings the band will play she told him her plight.
picture. When our branch collectOffice with Dr. Rivers &
egular rounds to haul away the upon
Pahua
r Howe Bar,
"'You
shall
Rivers, IA
have
a dimpled chin,' tions
the balcony of The Palmer
are
brough
togeth
will
t
er
we
garbage, which if permitted to lay hotel,
L.
A.
Lagyma
said
rsbso.
be,
'and
it
shall
North
be
done
Fifth,
withou
t
Both Phones 355.
and then each Saturday night
have a good working library of refer- ea
.around and decay, would converge down
Residence wet olay, inn Phone
on Broadway between Second the knowledge of the Duke.'
ence books and also a fine collection
1691
iato disease-breeding accummulations and
"Thereupon he picked up a blunt
FOR SALE.
Third street.
of standard literature. We have
and thereby be a detriment to the
instru
One
ment
and pressed it into her three-q
large bell; fifty cork life
Resumption of these conl'-erts will
uarters of a million dollars
.health of the community.
be greeted with pleasure by every- chin. Again he pressed it into her that Andrew Carnegie gave us, which preservers, entirely new; three steam
During their meeting the board will body,
as it has been many months chin. This time the dent remained sumi is still intact and is, I believe, whistles, different sizes; block and
Kiecide what steps to take, to get since
they were given. Mr. Deal and longer. The skin was not broken, now available. We have the block tackle of all kinds, and two yawls.
—DENTIST—
'bids for the work, and then report
hand are paid by the merchants in yet there was a little dent in it.
of land, bounded by Van Ness avenue Inquire of
back to the legislators, showing what the
"'Take this instrument home,' said Hayes, Frankl
FRANK WAGONER,
retail district, but as yet enough
in and Fell streets,
T,
the contract can be made for and the have
he,
'and apply it to your chin. Hold which was bought
not subscribed to justify the
with
issue
bond
cost to the city. At that time it
it
gently,
pressi
ng it into the skin for money, and we have one million dolentertainments. All the merchants
S. P. POOL.
will then be finally decided whether
L. O. STEPHENSON.
should assist, as they derive the bene fifteen minutes three or four times lars of bond money available for a
to take this step, which will be made tits
a day, pressing it always a little new library buildin
from
g. Our great disthe
crowds
drawn
if the expense is not too great.
deeper. Pretty soon you will have aster will result in hurrying
down into the city.
the work
a dimple that will be a dimple; one of construction."
that will stay in.
But one of all the big libraries in
•
"The Duchess did as she was told San Francisco is intact, and luckily
and the dimple grew. Inside of three that one is of great value. The Ban- BOTH 'PHONES
on-nos 8. THIRD ST.
months she had a pretty chin, as croft library, containing an immense NO. tio
youthful and cleft as that of a girl number of historical works, was,
s.
of 16. It was a simple and very ef- was stored at Teseenty-Sixth and Vafective method. It cost nothing and lencia streets, and is undtimaged.
111164111,4410
was not a great deal of trouble.
This collection was purchased by the
Whole City Excited and Preparing
"The cheek dimple is the one that University of California and doubtless
00
to Honor King Alfonso ond Prin- 0 00000ctooboo is desired by most people
, and a very will be taken to Beekly for the use of
cess Ens at the Royal Wedding. 0
easy dimple it is to acquire. Nearly the students as soon as pssible.
PROGRAM OF EVENTS
0
AT ROYAL WEDDING 0 all children have deep pimples in
Madrid, May 26.—This city is fast 0
the cheeks, but as they grow older
INTERESTING ITEMS.
assuming an aspect of feverish ex- 0
these dimples disappear. Dimples at
nay 29—Arrival and receppectancy as the day for the royal 0 tion of foreign
Many a would-be sport follows the
20, wrinkles at eci is the rule.
princes and a
nuptials approaches. King Alfonso's 0 representation
"Now, with dimple surgery brought horses—in a patrol wagon.,
at the theater
departure for the frontier today to 0 of the Pardo
It sometimes happens that one's
to its highest state of perfection, it
palace,
meet hie bride was the first event of 0
will be a case of dimples at 40. The past is an ever-present difficulty.
May 30—Official signing
the elaborate official program.
reason one's pretty dimpled cheeks
0 of the marriage agreement at
A woman's idea of a picture hat is
The Puerto Del Sol and other cen- 0 /the San Jeronimo church
disappear early is a simple one, one that reminds a man of a chrome.
ters present a scene of intense ani- 0 monastery.
though it is not always understood. 'allabody but the teacher of elocumation tonight with crowds of pro- 0
May 31—Miarriage cere-4
It is a case of missing teeth, and as t;on expects others to have a say in
vincials in picturesque
coseumes. 0 mony at S a n Jeronimo
the teeth go the dimples go also and bis affairs.
-Throughout the day the streets were 0 church at it o'ciock
the face falls in at the cheeks." -.
filled with anriving troops, sailors) 0
June I—Gala banquet at
New York Sun.
and marines with bands and banners. 0 royal palace.
a
Among the arrivals were ',ow 0
June 2—Flower battle and
A Million Volumes Were Destroyed
INS
URE
WI
Tl
ia
sailors from warship, at Cartagena, 0 gala representation at
the
who were accorded an enthusiastic
th the Great Conflagration,
opera.
Chicago. May 25.—Z'orates of the
reception as they swung through the
June 3 — Religioirs feast
city
founded by John Alexander
main thoroughfares, which shows 0 and gala ball at the palace.
One of the greatest and most irreDowie
may desert their present
that the Spaniards !still glory in their
parabl
e
losses
to
the
city and country
June 4—Royal bull fight.
at large was the destruction of its abode and move to another and renavy.
0
thine 3—Excursion toward
libraries and the collection of the mote section, there to found another
Title King this morning drove to
Aranjuez; luminous cortege
the railroad station in an open coach 0 and departure of foreign
Academy of Sciences. One after city on lines different from the one
another the libraries, the collections made famous by the fallen apostle.
-seated beside the Queen mother and 0 princes.
Overseer Voliva made that an- Oilicel106,15roedway
of years, disappeared in fire and
surrounded by a retinue of court 0
June 6—Banquet at the
Phones:Office 385—Residence 1696
nounce
ment yesterday.
smoke
According
chamberlains.
0 palace in hotior of the 3Uto
him
the
move
will
be made if the
The old Mercantile library, the MeHis majesty wore the blue unirt herrities.
form of a Field Mariam!, with a 0
chanics' Institute,' the Pioneer Li- courts interfere with the present
June 8—Reception at the
broad red sash and white military
brary, the Public Library and that of status of the community. If drug,
palace and ball • at opera
'cap, topped by waving plumes.
the Bohemian Club, the arnai Writh, stores and doctors are allowed to
house; Ifeparture of the King
•
those of the French, German and cuter the community there will be
The royal train was sumptously 0 and) Queen for LaGranja palappointed. The car in which Princess () ace for two weeks' honeyother societies, the San Francisco an exodus.
The overseer had no idea . where
Ena will be received was strewn • 010011.
Law Library, the library of the supreme court and others. The total the new city would be located, but
with white roses, lilies and chrysan- 0
themums. A large number of min- O
volumes in these libraries footed up he was positive it would not be in
00 0 0 0 0 000
isters and glittering array of military
over 700,000, and the toasts of indi- Mexico. According to his statement
*Hirers a,companied the o.syal party and carpeted with crimson velvet, vidual owners swell the total to over the people want nothing whatever to
tato the frontier. The track was edged with gold. Twenty-five hun- one million voltroies, the monetary do with the Mexican project. But
tined by soldiers and the crowds of dred electric lights have been install- value of which can hardly be estimat- if the court decision now pending
cotmtry folk gathered at the stations ed amid the forest of candelabra.
ed, although the most conservative should not be to their liking they
will gather their belongings and seek
and gave ovations to the King. The
The king has changed the program place the figure at $3,000,000. Their
Spaniards seem to have entered into so that the signing of the wedding value in historic interest and to the a new home, as did the mormons
when they became dissatisfied with
Oa' spirit of their King's love affair. contract will occur in the church world at large is incalculable.
Trior to his departure King At- monamtery instead of at the Pardo
One of the most valuable was that their surroundings and the agitation
of the Mercantile library. In the early that threatened their community in
inspected the arrangements at palace.
tereete.
church of San Jeroaimo and exCardinal Sancho. Archbishop of years of the city a paid agent was
Will Depend on Agriculture.
desig- kept abroad who bought up the Iin officiall
_has_
The new city to be founded, if de'the interior is richly decorated with tieted to perform the marriage.
other ism%
tapestries, embroidered with gold choir will consist of zoo artists.
yiduals and shipped to this city while cided upon, will be 143"Th
the others were sold. Many of its lines. There will be no lace and
volumes wcre out of print 200 years candy factories such as exist in PADUCAH REAL EST/4'rim. WESTERN KENTUCKY
FARKI. ANN
1MONTHLY PAYMENt LOTS FOR
ago, and the only copies,of some ex- Zion, hut the sole pursuit of the new
INVESTMENT. VESTIRN
commu
nity
will
be
tant are in the British Museum—old
KENTUCKY REAL ESTATE JOURNAL
agriculture.
AND PRICE LIST
black letter books, printed on parch- l Overseer Voliva thought the courts
FREE TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOR
i
would
IT.
not
restric
t
Zion,
ment and other paper that has not
and said
the sentiment of the majority of
Ir.DG Q w. warrimmon.v..
'been wade for over two centuries.
the
6
.
Pgbauweik.
Dimptes to Order.
cence. You don't expect a rated„
The Pioneer Library was invalu- 1 residents was that the
decision
would be favorable, but the senti41M
Are you a dimpled beauty, and ii woman of the world to have them. able also, as it contain
ed' the record.; It ment,
is
not, why not? Dimples arc the style Dimples mean a bubbling sort of of the doings, and
none
the
less
prothe days of the'neilin
ced for a change of ecene if the
and you must have them.
joyousness, and on that account, if Argonauts and the pioneers. The'
"They are carrying this dimple no other, they are desirable.
Stitt-) library from +he students'i decision should be unfavorable.
-business to excess," said a pretty
"Everybody wants to look yOung standpoint, was probably the most! The great influx of mormons Into
girl, with more than her natural sup- aod bright, and with the proper Valuable. Old manuscript teolamest,' the great wheat, and agricultural
Accident, Life, Liability, Steam
ply of the commodity.
have dim- amount of dimples this will be the illuminated and bound in teellims be- belts of the Canadian northwest wail
Boilersuggeeted as suggesting a possibly
ples in my cheeks.'dimple in my chin, result. Dimple youself if you want fore the art of printing was invente
d.l
and pow I must have dimples in my to look young.
Thousands of volumes ('rain old mon- desirable location, since the dominasterie
knuckles! '
s in Europe, team written in:ion eovernment is welcoming agri"To acquire dimples is something
"Dimples mean youth; old people of an art. i went to France for my the 'Middle Ages and during'the cru- celturaliste . But the overseer said Office Phone 369.
no place had been settled upon and
•
Residence Phone 736
do not have them. Also, dimples chin dimple, and ciine back to New sades on down through feudal times,t
,he .had no idea where the Zionitet
compri
sing
mean buoyancy and spirits.
a
political and religious, wonld
York for my cheek dimples. Cheek
"Dimples mean that you are well dimples, by the way, are acqqtated history of the world during those! Therfro if they did move.
e wag "something doing" yesfed and enjoy life, and they mean while the chin dimple has to be times.
terday
it Zion in the matter of reeirrTn addition to the scientific )
that you are popular; and dimples made.
ibrarenations. John B. Fiteell resigned his
the
Acade
my
of Science.; lost its.mag
mean success.
"I got my chin dimples in Paris by
nificent collections, birds, animal !position as general executive over"All the professional beauties of the dimple surgeon process. Tit
s, seer. He it a brother of R. 0. Facthe year have them. Last year ,it take your chin and Massage it ti,$i1 reptiles and insects. The greater .part icell, the writer,
and made a trip with
was curly hair; this season it is 4im- it is numb; then they slightly fjeeke of its collection of birds may he re-'
'Apostle bowie around the world.
atored
after
my YFF11,- iilut there When the
- Om in a city they seem to glow it, just enough to destroy seps*A
tremble% of "Elifah" came
re sibmeA
me pe
them.
q ttl/d lin "n1 be eri Overseer Excel( wave -one
Then .they inject something vihic..
ni% .the
fiuplic
ated,
they haying been the last
"Dimplee, by the way, mean inn°, might be cocaine; and, with a saute
eder4 of the revolt_ agains
t the J
of their kind.
sway of the prophet.
_
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ey dead rats on board of ships, es'
eas been pyovea. recently.
Negroes
Clean.iness the Greatest ProphylIn making a selection for a commencement gift or a wedding present
Rooms 5 and 6 Register Building,
actic.
let us call your attention to a few new things we have. You must see our
523 1-2 Broadway, Paducah, Ky
INTERVIEWED ON THE SUB- ."Cleanlinees is the gaeatest prophybeautiful line of
New 'Phone 490.
lactic measure against disease; then,
JECT OF HEALTH AND
the rational conclusion is, KEEP Many Oppose Rate Bill Clause Sue• SPECIALTIES:
SANITATION.
GLEAN!
esecting Effect on North.
Abstracting of Titles,
cur perfect line of
"One of the greatest menaces to
Insurance, Corporation and
health is the accummulation of deReal Estate Law.
Washington, May 26.—SeirMor El.The Distinguished Physician Gives cayed vegetable matter on the prem- kin's had a talk with title president toises, and foul slop basins; and the day relative to the rate bill. He
Some new designs in a FERN DISH. See the assortment we have
Some Interesting History of Old
R. T. LIGHTFOOT,
unsanitary condition in which many said the senate was ready for confer- in
Fancy Sterling silver peices--our prices special for May—Silverand New Paducah.
homes are kept by the- indifferent and ence as soon .ais -the house selected
plated work at Ir/2 price in knives forks, and spoe..s.
-LAWYERcloven. These all breed disease and its conferes. The sesuator said also
Engraving free on each peice.
Call e;,rly for choice of selection.
pestilence!"
that there is a misapprehension on
"With our sewerage and plenty of tihe part of some of the northern
Will practice in all courts of KenA representative of The Register
called on Dr. J. G. Brooks, one of pure, filtered water at our disposal, negroess Over the provisions of the
tucky.
Paducah's oldest and most prominent WHY NOT KEEP- EVERTHING arrnendmient calling for equal service
1.
1
on the railroads for equal pay. The
physicians, and asked him what he CLEAN?
315 Broadway.Guthries Old Stand.
J. C. Flournoy
Cecil Reed thought of the present sanitary con- "We should be proud to possese impression prevails with some of the
dition of the city as compared with these luxuries and to boast of not negro leaders that this will introduce
only having
a beautiful and progres- "Jim Crow" cars in the north and, as.
that of a few years ago.
_
e.
ive
*
City
.
but
a perfectly healthy and a result, delegations of negroes are
The doctor talked most interest•
coming from Boston and other places
•
ingly and was very emphatic in his sanitary location.
to protest against it.
Rooms to, II and 12, Columbia Bldg. declaration that nearly all diseases
Sewers Should be Kept Clean.
flesh
is
heir
to,
are
attributable
toonc
"SEWERS SHOULD BE PROPPADUCAH, KY.
Where Minority Would Concur.
cause—FILTH,
u n ea notary
con- ERLY INSPECTED LEST THEY
The. amendments which the minorditions, and ignorance of the laws of PROVE WORSE
THAN
NO ity leader
wished to concur in are
health.
SEWERS.
those
including
express companies
"Above
all the schools should be
His remarks to the Register repreAttorney at Law.
within the jurisdiction of the interlooked
after
and
kept
in
perfect
sentative are grouped under two
order as to plumbing and sewerage." state and foreign commerce commislieads, "Then" and "Now."
sion, striking out the words "fairly
Room No. 5,
THEN.
Paducah,
New Haven, Conn.—Annual con- remunerative" as applied to thre rate
Columbia Bldg.
Kentucky. "Forty years ago when I came to vention Knights of Columbus: Dates to be fixed, specifying the terms of
!Paducah, there were about 6,000 in- of sale June 2-3-4-5th, 1906, • final the bill of lading to be used and leavhabitants and nearly as many tran- limit June 9th with the privilege of ing the commission as it now exists.
OLIVER, OLIVER & WGREGOR times.
There is no particular objection on
extention to June 3oth by paying a
part of the majority to the first
the
"The city lay ie waist& and ruia fee of $1.00. Round-trip rate one
by the ravages of war, and was un- regular first class fare via route of three of these amendments and they
will undoubtedly be accepted by the
OFFICES: Benton, Ky., rear bank sanitary in the extreme, sickness was ticket, plus $1.00.
house conferees. As to that relating
Loth plentiful and severe.
to the commission, there will be no
Marshall County; Paducah, Ky., "The doctors, in their efforts to
opposition. The house provision inthe
loc:ate
cause
and
spread
the
Check
Room 114 Fraternity Building.
ci easing the size of the commission
ce the numerous diseases, discovered
will be adhered to most tenaciously
New Phone
Old Phone 4
4 that the public wells from which the
by the house conferes.
citizens obtained their drinking water
Since the rate bill was received by
wore the chief trouble
J. K. HENDRICK, J. G. maxim.
the house many conferences have
Oki Wells the Cause.
been held between the Majority and
MIL MARBLE
"While at that time the germ Manchester Engineer Warns Sen- minority leaders relating to its dispo.
theory was but little tisonght of exseion. The final one took place toators of Disaster in Panama.
•
cept by the more advanced physicians
day between chairman Hepburn and
it did not require a Pasteur to deMr. Williams and resulted in the conWashings*, May 26.—W. Henry
termine that the water from the pubclusion that nothing could be done in
lic wells literally teemed with germs Hunter, chief engineer of tha Man- the way of united cat.en.
• LAWYERS.
it .billious feser, and typhoid in the chester ship canal and one of the foreign engineers charged by the presiRooms t, 2 and 3 Register Build- most malignant form. It was posiing, 523 1-2 Eir024•Vay.
tiely proven that one well caused dent to investigate the isthmian
wave way project, hes written a letthirty
cases of typhoid within a
Practice in all the courts of, the
ter to Senator Kittredge saying that
radius of four squares. The phystate. Both phones 31.
after reading the report presented by
sicians recommended that the wells the
minority of the board of consulthe filled up. This was done and the ing
engineers he io ccmfirmedi in the
number of castes was greatly de- opinion he had formed
in favor of
creased.
the construction of a sea-level canal. A Plethora of Grand
Paresdi
"Water was then hauled from the The letter was introduced'
OFFICE rao NORTH FIFTH
in the senriver at fifteen cents per barrel, de- ate by Sonator Morgan
ancl ordered
TELEPHONES:
livered at the door—wiggle-tails, then printed as a public document.
Written for The Retgis•ter
Residence 296
Office 251 mosquitoes.
The paramount consideration in the
"Bad water, had air from unclean discussion 119 to the type of the Panpremises. alleys, etc., coined not only ama meal, said Mr. Hunter, should
Martin Preston Utterback Johnmalaria but all kinds of endemics and be the provision of a water way ston of the nearby village of Brook- 111•11111111111111111megap"!`
( eidemics ef a severe type.
which will, so far as human effort port, has neither to eat one mice pie
can "acute such a rest*, be absolute- for super to see his grandfather nor
Hogs Wallowed in Gutters,.
BROOKHILL BUILDING.
"Geese fluttered and flopped in the ly safe as to navigation and there- two to see his great-grandfather, but
TELEPHONE NO. 444.
stagnant pool, hogs wallowed in foul fore shall not present any peculiar can open his eyes any day, snot only
gutters; horses sa vers/es wandered hazards to the traffic and shall not or a grandfather and a great-granda* large. Gradually these were dii- include any inherent features which Lther, but on mother, father, two
posed of. The geese went first, then May make for disaster to vessels in grandmothers and two great-grandtransit and for the dostruction of the mothers. The
120 NORTH FIFTH STREET
porter on the Dick
the hogs, then the horses, but. her
works when completed.
Fowler was seen one night last week,
majtety, the cow, rensakted on the
Both Phones 355
Sees Menace in Lock*,
under the auspices of one of the
Office hours 8to to a rn., 1 10 3 threne as long as Queen Victoria—
lie says it is impossible to deny grandmothers
leading off the boat a
two
the
queens
departing
about
the
v. at. and 7 to 9 9 m•
that the employment of kicks of
well grown, horn-developing little
same time.
great size and particularly of lifts of
"The citizens were requested by -height beyond all precedent in engi- billy goat. Said goat she was carrythe physicians to clean up their prem- neering practice. wilt mean that the ing against the protest of the more It is healthy
ises and keep them clean. Many of canal will during the period of its Paresecing grand fatleer as a pet for the It is always ready for
is a pleasure
them did so. and a better stseeof existence be encumbered by obs-truc- expectant little fellow. As his home
It
The "Tribune," "Rambler," "Monwill not get sick or die
stands
in
the
midst
of
an
unusually
health was the consequence.
teem 'which can reeisber be avoided
arch," "Imperial" and "Colonial" Biwill save you car fare
It
EYE, EAR, NOSE AND
attractive
and
well
kept
lawn,
adornnor removed. "-and which will put
Beginning of Sanitation.
cycles are the. best that can be proTHROAT.
ed with many rare and lovely flowers It will :aim you home to lunch
"This was about the beginning of 'overy line of battle ship and every
It will save you a doctor bill
duced $15 up.
will
be
interesting
it
to
hear
front
Ofica sad Residence, Rooms 3 and 4 sanitation or preventative measures large commercial 'steamer into peril
See our stock of Second Hand
that
youthful
billy goat six months
Osiumbis Building.
which grew until later boards of on each occasion upon which any 'hence, and know
bicycles.
EXPERT REPAIRING.
something
of
his
Phone 1o41—Rad.
health were organised to „enforce such veseel will traverse the ieelimian standing in the
estimation of those
•
sanitation, by keeping clean premises, water way."
Mr. 'Hunter reviews at length ac- staid' giendeatthers and grandmother.-,.
Cheapest house in town for Tires, Bells, Pumps, Sadcres, etc. Reeaarantine, isolation
.
of contagions
To prevent confusion in speaking member the place.
cidents ip daily occurence at lock
and infectious diseases, etc.
canals and the collisions at the Man- to and of :his numerous progen:eors
ohester ship canal resulting in the he ingeniously designates them by
DENTIST.
NOW,
'We not only have a hoard of destruction and carrying,:away of some real or fancial peculiarity. Thus
Office over Globe Bank and Trust health in Paducah, as has the nation, gates. To nearly all of the accident's one is "black gtrandfaeher," another za6 and 128 North Fifth Street, N ext to Kentucky Theatre.
state and county, to educate the peo- it was shown Oboe they arose from "Whiter grandpa," and the several
Co., 306 Broadway.
ple as to prophylaxis, or preventa- causes inspobie to forged againat— grandmother, answer to the titles:
"pretty grandma- little grandma"
tion of disease, but we have good that in, frni the fallibility of the
"White" or "black grandma."
organism
working
meas
human
a
water—cheap too, less than when it
Since oat. grandmother or one
nig-construing
*rouge,
elle
ohanisrie
was hauled in barrels from the river;
So grandfather ,is enough for the undomistakes.
Of
order%
and
also, fine sewerage and more in
far as the double locks proposed by ing of the average child, if this litcourse of construction.
unspoiled
the minority are concerned Mr. Hun- 4k urchin can grow up
Death Rate Decreased.
ter says the probabi-ly is that the amidst the heaped up indulgence of
"The number of cases has greatly result- "would be that not only two a round half-dozen grand parents
decreased in frequency and leas in pairs of gates• would he wrecked in- his friends may safely trronoonce his
aciverity AND OUR MORTUARY stead of one, but that the vessel (her- success assured, and expect to see
DR. W. C. EUBANKS.
(Homeopathist)
REPORTS' WILL SHOVVI ABOUT self would be sunk in the Itiek."
hint when be arrives at /the years of
rticreeriore-enel-bas-taieen-cm
Office 306 Broadway—Phone 120
DEATHS AS BEFORE."
aufficient age, if not the next republiDisaster Would Wreck Canal.
Residence, 819 Broadway.
"The sewerage now being extended
He says k is upon the' experiences can president at least chairman of
WE ARE NOW SHOWING l'HE BEST VALUES IN WALLPAwill work wondrous good if all will he 'has had that he bases his opinion the Panama canal commission.
Phone 149.
PER THAT HAS EVER BEEN OFFERED.
connect. Our board of health is urg- that in the case of the imimense locks
IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE THE BARGAINS WE HAVE TO
Recompense.
ing all who live in the present sewer- proposed by the minority of the
OFFER
YOU.
,
of
amigo
she's
out
health,
engineers:
.. •
"Ti She's out of
age district to connect with the board of consulting
wealth,
sewer!, AND BY 90 DOING SICK- the gates are carried away by
Architect and Superintendent.
usigustumtnunumnitunnutzttutt=
She's out of credit. See?
NESS NVI.LI. BE RARE save by downward: bound vessel no power on
401 Fraternity Building.
lack of knowledge of how not to -earth can stop the rush of water, She's out of dough, and that, you
For the next few days
nature's laws as to dress and dee .the velocity of the etream
know's
Old Phone 498 Red; New Phone 32, violate
per
that is %ritually sold elsewhere
tihmugh the 'lock will he such that
diet.
A painful thing to be.
at 20 cents per roll, we will sell for
thereby
on
carried
any vessel will he
KENTUCKY.
PAIIIJCAH.
Filth the Cause of Disease.
zsc per roll.
'Filth is the cause of cholera, bu- and that if the occurrence take's place: She's out of luck; at bridge she's
..Paper
usually sold at IOC we will
proposed
at
locks
stuck '
Pictures. Diplomas, Certificates bonic plague, yellow fever, etc. in .the flight of
plunged
sell
be
will
Sc.
for
rveAliel
the
Gipuln
Whenever she doth play.
Areiatie cholera is due to ignorance.
....Paper usually sold at gc we ehli
Water and Oil Colors,
At the annual religious service in the from Peep to step to destruction, She's out of friends, and no one
sell st sc.
whild elle group of locks probably
natives
Ganges
of
the
valiky
dve
seilds
gotta* and Calendars
We carry a large and complete
camp in the valley and have their will be wholly wrecked and the carve
A kindly word her way.
line of Picture Frames, Mouldings,
Pruned tight up to data in five nais• sinks on the hills. They drink water rendered inoperative."
and Window Shades in all colors.
from the wells of the valley into
Inas Sinn at tits
She's out of beaux, but as for
WORDS OF THE WISE.
A large line of roofing and buildwhich the contents of the sinks is
clothes,
papers, canvass and tacks.
she can smile?
where
ing
here's
filtered, and this is the cause of the
Ah,
Fortune is unstable while our wil
hear her
but
out,
she's
much
outbreak of cholera, which travels Is
Of
111811111112111:1==1
free —Diogenes Laertitis.
shout-over land and sea in the course' of
A good countenance is a letter of
commerce.
She's never out of style?
recommendation —Fielding.
—I.ouisvilleCourier- Journal.
It has been clearly proven that
Goodness does not consist in greatyellow fever is caused by filth, since ness, but greatness in enodness.—
034 Broadway.
Isn't it sad that the average man
Havana and other cities, of the West then:tem.
Indies have been pat under salami-s- Our o'er hear'- n!, rot ettier spend,- all 11;s life looking for his
hwa and cleaned.
men's opinions, form Our ttue hen- lelepl woman—and then in the meantime gets rrrzzicdi
; • "Bubonic &Inge jtas_ been
Old Telephone 718-R
/
1
4111110. or.•reColeridge. .
.

Attorney 4-Law

DR. J. G. BROOKS

fear DO NOT alliAssiy
"Jim Crows

Niagara Falls Cut Glass

••••••••••••••MIO

High Art Hand Painted China

•

Eyes Tested Free.
J. A. Konetzka,
EYE-SEE Jewelry & Optical Co.
Jeweler and Optician.

FLOURNQ & REED
LA W YERS

BALDWIN PIANO

ALBEN W. BARKLEY,

1.1

Scientifically Constructed and
....of the Highest Excellence....

It Appeals to the Artistic and Cultured Class and
Is a "Leader" for the dealer.

LAWYERS

enact
In Locks

D. H. BALDWIN & CO.

W. T. MILLER,Agent.
520 Broadway,
PADUCAH, KY

Hendrick, Miller
and Marble.

Fir st-Class
Watch Work

:LIME ORIGINAL
STORIES

11.1.Rivers,M. D.

BY EXPERT WATCH MAKERS
Prices Reasonable.

J. J. Bleich,

224 Broadway

PADUCAH, KY.

•
•H.
•
• ........

DR. R. E. HEARNE

Williams

Will Sell You a Bicycle
On Easy Payments.

DR. ROBT.J. RIVERS

REASONS why you should
Ride a Bicycle:

Or. Childress

Sidney Smith

WILLIAMS

BICYCLE COMPANY,

GREAT SALE

C. MANNING SEARS, M. D.
Office 1707 Meyers St.
Telephone 377.

WALL PAPER Sert'RE
Mova to 31Madway

0.D.Schmidt

P.

11111

3

•

$USIC STORE

Jim Duffy

Pressing and Cleaning
L_

4

••.-1

LEE. 315 that.

•

ot+++-i-rieS44:-+++++ftfestfffff after visiting Mr. and Iles. E. A.
++++++44+•444404++++++4444-I. ++++:++++++++++++++++++.014 Wednesday ravening before departing
• Wheeler of South Thirteenth.
no 'her retsiiti that way. (
Mrs. R. S. White of Broadway + LOCAL NEWS IN BRIEF •'•
PERSONAL NOTES.
The Bottorff conies- in today from
RIVER RIPPLING&
has gone no Cairo to visit.
Nashville and laye until totienrow
IMIrts. Myrtle Dunn has goitre to 1.•:-+++++++ 1111 :-+++++++++++ ++++++1-1 t1-1- 1-1±14+++++++++ before 61;131A-hug Ior
Wings), Ky., to visit relatives.
The Steamier Georgia Lee passed
Mr. H. H. Loving has returned
—Cornmerorative of the Feast 4 Cairo, 17.6,
yesterday from Cincinnati. She gets
Engineer R. A. I'ike and wife have
from Webster county.
Weeks or Pentecost, special services
to the Bluff-City- tonvorrrow and will
Chattanooga, 3.3, falling.
returned from visiting in Fulton.
Mr. Lee Livingston returned yeswill
be
held
leave
next
Tuesday
at
there Tuesday en route back
Temple
Cincinnati,
9.es
standing.
Mr. R. J. Turnbull has returned
terday morning from a drumming
this weiy:
Evansville, 7.4, falling.
from Chicago.
trip to West 'I ennessee.
The City of Salvino is due to pass
—The fire department steam enFlorence, 1.8, rising.
Chief Dispatcher Allen Jameson of gine has
Mr. W. C. S -ofield, the steel salesup tonigiht bound from St. Louis for
been put at Third and HarJohtesonville,
3.3.
falling
man, returned yesterday from a trip the I. C. at Fulton, was here yester- sison streets to pump the water out
the Tennessee river.'
Lotille, 43, standing.
day.
to Birmingham. Ala. .
ot this'hollow surrounded by Third,
Mt
.'
armel,
falling.
Miss Anita Ktiber will return to- Fourth,
ORPHANS TAKEN AWAY,
',11,isit Anna AVebb is expected home
Harrison
and
Madison
&a, rising.
Nazareth streets. The big drain
this week front Washington, D. C., morrow from at
pipe beneath
Pittsburg,
d.o,
standing.
Mr. Hutchens Carried Four to Louiswhittre she -es. aducts The Florence school.
Third is filled over with dirt and the ,D4vi,s Island Dam, 3.8, falling,
Policeman Albert Senser went to water cannot run
vine Home This Morning. •
sebood.
out.
„
St. Ismis, 13.5, standing.
Mr. John W. Hutchens, field superMiss Addle G. Clark and Mr. Evansville yesterday.
—Mr. Wm. .K Mitchell, former
Mt. Vernon, 7.5, falling.
Mr. Fred C. Lang and wife return- grocesyman,
intendent for the Kentucky ChilBerley 0. 'Popes, and Miss 'Blanche
died at Mbyfield Friday
Paducah, 7.2, falling.
northern
ed
yetsterday
their
from
Hughes and M. Van B. Coles went
dren's Home society, this morning
ot dropsy.
The City of Savannah yesterday
to Metrooplis yrssterday and got mar- bridal tour.
—Mrs. Ellen M. Watson, president paseed out of the Tennessee_ eker left for Louisville with four small
l'sPr. Bert King. has gone to ..his for
ries.
thildreit who will be-pet in the home
twenty Years fri?"--the- WOrnen' LOUnd for St. Louis.
Major j. H. Asihcraft and grandson former home in Vincennes,. Ind., to Missionary societies of the,
jhere. They arse Bessie, Mary, Mack
M.
E.
The Steamer Inverness got away
left on the M....tacky last night for remain,
and Stephan Forcoe, who are orMemphis conference, died at Mem- yesterday for the Cumberland
river phans, and will be found good homes
Mks. J. R.; 1Murtin of Grenville,
Shiloh
park
Ito
attend
the
DecoraDRUG STORE.
phis,
and
was
buried
Friday.
after ties.
Ky., has returned borne after visiting
tion Day ceremuzies.
in Louisville, pending which the
—Mr. and Mrs. Wm. J. Gilbert
The towboat Jim Duffy left for the
Manager G. ?' Elmore arid Elec- Mks. Pat O'Brien.
Kentucky institution, takes care of
818
South
Seventh
street, are par
Tennessee river yesterday for ties.
Mrs. T. B. Garvey and grandchild
'
trician Sentinel
of the Westthem.
of
a
mew
girl
baby,
born
in
De*
,
The
America left yesterday with a
ern Union
4. office here yes- have returned from visiting in Nash- where.
Mrs.
Gilbert is visiting Ider tow of sand for the Tennessee river.
terday went to Louisville to inspect ville.
Only Two Deeds.
111.•••
The'steamer Kentucky got out yesMr. George C. Wittiace and family, parents.
The A. D. T., system there, and get
two
dew& were bodged with
Dishy
have moved from their winter home', —Engineer Ambrose Mercer of thc terday for the Tennessee river. She
WANTED--For U. S. Army; ideas for improvements here.
the county clerk yesterday for reIllinois
Central
railroad
is
the
country
proud
:
conies back again neat Thursday.
Muss Malted Turin-r of
able-bodied unmarried men between
Evansville on North Ninth to their
Cord. In both W. C. O'Bryan
(lather of a new girl baby that arrived
The Dick Fowler came back from. transferred pmperty in the O'Bryan
ages of 21 and 35; citizens of the arrived yesteray to visit her sister Place, "Ellerstie."
vit
._
at
his
home
mesdames
yesterday
at
George
B. Hart,
Thirteenth Cairo last right and lays until 8 adldltion to Frank Block, one piece
'United States, of good character and Mins. George H. Powell.
departing on her return that way.
Miss Jessie Nash has gone to For- Ortiz Lesh and Hubbard Wells go to and Olio streets.
temperate habits, who can speak, read
ler $135 and the other for $85.
The 'Joe Fowler gets in today from
I —John Greer, colored, was arrested
and write English. For information rest Citnr, Ark., to visit Mrs. George Boston, Mass., fehis week.
Mrs. James H. Black of Terre yesterday by Officers Wood and Mc-- Evansville and lays until to o'clock
,apply to Recruiting offices, New H. -Powell.
Edgar Saltus, after what his pub'Richmond House. Paducah, Ky.
'Miss Ethel Brooks next Thursday Haute, Ind., returned home yester- Cune on the charge of stealing some tomorrow morning before departing lishers can "a long engegement in
•
goes to Hickman, Ky.. to attend a day afUer visiting her sisner, Mrs. tools from Kentucky avenue where on 1per return that way.
the vaudeville of journalism." has reThe John S. Hopkins went to Evi- tented to the legitimate drama of
WANTED—Manager for branch house party at the borne of General Henry Bradley of Jefferson street. the street improvements are being
Mrs. Nfinnie W. Herdon of Clarks- made.
ansville yesterday and returns next fiction with a new novel entitled
-office we contemplate opening her.: Trier.
Tuesday.
in Paducah. Address w,ith,.reference
Mks. Captain Henry Smith and wile, Tenn., will arrive the last of
"Vanity Square." Recently, being
visit Mins. Captain
The Steamer clycit will come out asked what books had' helped him
Mks. J. C. Porter and' children
gone to Bowling this week to
MORRIS
'THE
WHOLESALE ,Itairlfliter have
(keen, Ky, to spend the surnmer. Thontis Herndbn of Wa.sihigton have returned from visiting in Birm- of Tenevesesee river late mmorrow most, MT. Saltus,with true Bernard
ji0USE CINCINNATI, O.
night and Lay here until 5 o'clock Shaw modesty, replied: "My own."
ingham, Ala.
Mks. Daniel Morgan of Hillsboro, street.
•
WANTED—Book case. Give de- Ohio. lias returned home after visit•
Alm
ecription and price. ILI 2. Care.Regis- ing ber sister. Mks. David Wright.
Wwwwmummme.
ter.
Conductor William Beadles ar— —• rived yesterday from Raleigh, N. C.,
FOR RENT—Five room liens!! to visit friends.
with all moderq conveniences, 219
Mk. R. F. Keeney has returned
North F6urth street.
Possession' from visifting in St .Louis, and with
,given June 1.
his wife wens to Princeton yesterday.
WANTED—Bids on two bored
Illen.• J. Will Graham left yesterwells about 3 miles in the country. day for Indiana on a drinmning trip
See J. J. Bleieh, 123 Legal Row. for the Winstead Medicine company.
.Dr. F. A. Corsby and family of
FOR RENT—Rcsidence with 7 1)iicon, Tenn., have moved here to
rooms, all modern conveniences, 012 reside.
Broadway. G. W. ROBERTSON,
Mrs. C. C. GrassIlvain and childr.ii
.
•911 B'way.
went to Sinithland yesterday to visit
Mrs. .(John 'Counts has returned
WANTED—A good man to travel from visiting .her sistee. Mrs. J. F.
Expenses advanced. Salary $20 a NlcAtee of Mayfield. week. Staple lint. J. E. Mclirady &
Mrs. C. E. 'Hayden and ehibliti
Co., Mfgrs., ChiOgo, .
have returned from visiting
—.4,field.
-ROOM WANTED—Small furnishMrs. t L. Roberts and son •
ed room. Must be cool and quiet. Morganfield have returned home
north of Broadway and within four
•
squares of Register. E. W. C., care.
Register.
_--.4,...
•
..
WANTED—A good cook. Apply
st, once at 4o8 Washington street.
Old 'phone 613-w.

TLEASANT PLACES,
PLEASANT FRIENDS,
PLEASANT TIMES,
Can be depicted
if you take a

Kodak
with you. $1 to $20

MTHERANS

0

.•

You will have to buy more COAL this season. Why:not buy

•

TRADEWATER COAL

a4

So you will know where to get the BEST COAL for NEXT. WINTER?
Lumpl3c, Nut 12c.
Both Telephones 254.
Foot of

OHIO

Street.
—

LOST—Gold brooch with coral
rose in center, between Eleventh
and- Harrison and Union depot. Return to 1035 Harrison street and be
rewarded.
FOR RENT—Summer hotel well
located; medicine] Springs. Address
J. H. Long, Hin‘On Springs, Tenn.

.

Mechanicsbur near mills, 3 room.
toot lot. •
cash balance $6 per
month. Better than Plying rent: •
Whittemore Real Estate 4getter
Fraternity Building.
Both 'phones

435.
No Court Till Wednesday.

..

FREE chance on a beautiful "DIRECT"

ning at 4 o'clock,

RANGE

June tat.. The

lucky one must be present at time of
drawing.

MONDAY MENU.
to a. m.—Entire wheat muffins, lemon queen cake, coffee.
p. m. —Cooking of veal, spinach,
timbals. egg garniski, wheat muffins, cotter.

Buy Now
Pay Later
WE

BAKE IN

ONE-HALF

TUESDAY MENU.
ro a. nu—Cooking of breakfast.

.

'4••
••••••Y.

.•••

THE TIME.

Druggists,

4

bake graham
coffee.
bread, sponge cake,

to a.

•1,"

I;

always wel-

WEDNESDAY MENU.

A p. m.—Ladies' luncheon, tomato
bouillon, broiled shad, cucumbeer
salad, banana fritters, lemon sauce,
coffee.

%.*

You at"

m.—Mix

and

• p. m.--Roast beef. macs:bin a la
Italian. fig cake, coffee.

)tie

Buy Now
Pay Later

:•%*
:
"raii
:
.

Oft,

IN4ORPORATED.• . ,ri
Fifth and B'way.
Both Phone, tys.

GAS

ACTION

Drawing aril take place Friday eve-

During the lectures, many delightful dishes will be served. Conte and get an elegant lunch and chance on Range FREE.
come here Below we give you only a few of the dainties prepared and served.

Faithful and,
Conscientious.
Compliance

R. W. W kLICER & CO.,

our store during week will be gives

A free Range Given Away Friday, June 1

tion Work is

In our store is a registered pharmscut.

visiting

From so to is a. in,, and from a to 4 p. m., eac hday.. Corns whether you need a OAS RANGE or not. You will
ainPlY repaid to see and learn
her modern methods,

out

EVERY CLERK

person

LECTURES

There will tie no circuit court until
next Wledivesday/ as Judge Reed and
Non. J. K. Hendrick have gone to
Dawson Springs for a several days'
Itryj°urn.

With the doctor's written orders. In
following this rule we have the advantage of a very large and complete
stock to draw from. Furthermore.
prescriptions brought to us cannot
fall into the hands of inexperienced
epersons, because

Each anis every

MISS ELIZABETH CRAIG
a lecturer of national reputation, from the Boston
Cooking School, who will prepare a different
menu each day this coming week with practical.
demonstrations and free recipes.

o

"The ,nidlng

4

In order to demonstrate the superior merit of the
"DIRECT ACTION" GAS RANGE we have ,
arranged for a series of lectures by

FOUND—A rosary. Owner may
recover same at Register office.

igre

4

-FREE COOKING LESSONS
Given Each.Day This Week nt[L,
RANGE

WANTED—Three men for canvassing and collecting. Salary guaranteed. Call at rooms 44 and 5
Eagles building.

Hom * or -hop. ,

West Kentucky Coal Co.

4

Salesrooms 112-114416 North Fourth St. Warerooms 105-107 Jefferson St.

WE P.AKE IN ONE-HALF

•
4

t6r
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M.
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